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ABSTRACT

Web Server is built using Java Programming Language and Java Socket Programming. The java socket programming is used to make a connecting between client and server.

Web server accepts requests from clients and replies the request. Web server can execute PHP scripts and JSP scripts including PHP scripts which access MySQL databases.

There are several problems in building this web server. Firstly, make a connection between client-server. Secondly, Server must receive requests and send response. Last, server can execute PHP scripts and JSP scripts.
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PREFACE

The Project is divided into six chapters. The first chapter describes about the background, scope, and objectives of the final project.

The second chapter tells about the web server, how it works and what features are used to build this project.

The third chapter explains about planning to build the web server project. The fourth chapter explains about the analysis and design for the project like use case diagram, flow chart, and class diagram will be explained in this chapter.

The fifth chapter tells about the implementation and testing the web server. The sixth chapter explains the conclusion and further project.
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